MEG's ability to localise accurately weak transient neural sources.
To investigate the accurate localisation of weak, transient, neural sources under conditions of varying difficulty. Multiple dipolar sources placed within a head-shaped phantom at superficial and deep locations were driven separately or simultaneously by a short-lasting current with varied amplitudes. Artificial MEG signals that were very similar to the human High Frequency Oscillations (HFO) were produced. MEG signals of HFO were also recorded from median nerve stimulation. Different inverse techniques were used to localise the phantom dipoles and the human HFO generators. The human HFO were measured around 200 and 600Hz by using only 120 trials. The 200Hz HFO were localised to BA3b. The superficial phantom's source was localised with an accuracy of 2-3mm by all inverse techniques (120 trials). The 'subcortical' source was localised with an error of approximately 5mm. Localisation of deeper 'thalamic' sources required more trials. MEG can detect and localise weak transient activations and the human HFO with an accuracy of a few mm at cortical and subcortical regions even when a small number of trials are used. Localizing HFO to specific anatomical structures has high clinical utility, for example in epilepsy, where discrete HFO appears to be generated just before focal epileptic activity.